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Airline Marketing and Management Jul 31 2020 Through six previous editions, Airline Marketing and
Management has established itself as the leading textbook for students of marketing and its application to
today's airline industry, as well as a reference work for those with a professional interest in the area. Carefully
revised, the seventh edition of this internationally successful book examines an exceptionally turbulent period
for the industry. It features new material on: *Changes in customer needs, particularly regarding more business
travellers choosing - or being forced - to travel economy, and analysis of the bankruptcy of 'All Business Class'
airlines. * An explanation of the US/EU 'Open Skies' agreement and analysis of its impact. *The increase in
alliance activity and completion of several recent mergers, and the marketing advantages and disadvantages that
have resulted. * Product adjustments that airlines must make to adapt to changes in the marketing environment,
such as schedule re-adjustments and the reconfiguration of aircraft cabins. *Changes in pricing philosophies,
with, for example, airlines moving to 'A La Carte' pricing, whereby baggage, catering and priority boarding are
paid for as extras. *Airline websites and their role as both a selling and distributing tool. *The future of airline
marketing. A review of the structure of the air transport market and the marketing environment is followed by
detailed chapters examining business and marketing strategies, product design and management, pricing and
revenue management, current and future distribution channels, and selling, advertising and promotional policies.
The reader will benefit from greater understanding of both marketing and airline industry jargon and from
knowledge obtained regarding the extraordinary strategic challenges now facing aviation. Written in a
straightforward, easy-to-read style and combining up-to-date and relevant examples drawn from the worldwide
aviation industry, this new edition will further enhance the book's reputation for providing the ideal introduction
to the subject.
Airline Industry Jul 19 2019 The airline industry generates operating revenues of $172 billion in 2007,
amounting to over 1% of the U.S. gross domestic product. It carried more than 700 million passengers in 2007.
Airline deregulation in 1978 led, at least in part, to increasingly volatile airline profitability, resulting in periods

of significant losses and bankruptcies. In response, some airlines have proposed or are considering merging with
or acquiring another airline. This report describes: (1) the financial condition of the U.S. passenger airline
industry; (2) whether the industry is becoming more or less competitive; (3) why airlines seek to merge with or
acquire other airlines; and (4) the role of fed. authorities in reviewing proposed airline mergers and acquisitions.
Charts and tables.
The Airline Industry May 21 2022 The debate on the future of the aviation sector and the viability of its
traditional business practices is the core of this book. The liberalization of the EU market in the 1990s has
radically modi?ed the competitive environment and the nature of airline competition. Furthermore, the new
millennium began with terrorist attacks, epidemics, trade globalization, and the rise of oil prices, all of which
combined to push the industry into a perfect storm . Airline industry pro?tability has been an elusive goal for
several decades and the recent events has only accentuated existing weaknesses. The main concern of ind- try
observers is whether the airline business model, successful during the 1980s and 1990s, is now sustainable in a
market crowded by low-cost carriers. The airlines that will respond rapidly and determinedly to increase
pressure to restructure, conso- date and segment the industry will achieve competitive advantages. In this
context, the present study aims to model the new conduct of the legacy carriers in a new liberalized
European market in terms of network and pricing competition with l- cost carriers and competitive reaction to
the global economic crises.
Airline Industry Jul 23 2022 Perspectives on disruptive innovation -- Relevance to the airline industry -Disruptive forces and their convergence -- Adaptation strategies by airlines -- Adaptation strategies: developing
and emerging markets -- Adaptation strategies by airports -- Airline transformational opportunities -- Potential
disruptive innovators and scenarios -- Closing thoughts: innovating in the air travel space
Airline Odyssey May 09 2021 Provides an analysis of the airline industry, including a discussion of domestic
deregulation, protectionism, and free trade issues
The Evolution of the US Airline Industry Jun 17 2019 The Evolution of the US Airline Industry discusses the
evolution of the hub-and-spoke network system and the associated price discrimination strategy, as the postderegulation dominant business model of the major incumbent airlines and its breakdown in the early 2000s. It
highlights the role that aircraft ‒ as a production input ‒ and the aircraft manufacturers' strategy have played
in shaping this dominant business model in the 1990s. Fierce competition between Airbus and Boeing and
plummeting new aircraft prices in the early 2000s have fueled low-cost competition of unprecedented scope,
that destroyed the old business model. The impact of the manufacturers' strategy on these trends has been
overlooked by industry observers, who have traditionally focused on the demand for air travel and labor costs as
the most critical elements in future trends and survivability of major network airlines. The book debates the
impact and merit of government regulation of the industry. It examines uncertainty, information problems, and
interest group structures that have shaped environmental and safety regulations. These regulations disregard
market signals and deviate from standard economic principles of social efficiency and public interest. The
Evolution of the US Airline Industry also debates the applicability of traditional antitrust analysis and policies,
which conflict with the complex dynamics of real-life airline competition. It questions the regulator's ability to
interpret industry conduct in real time, let alone predict or change its course towards a "desirable" direction. The
competitive response of the low-cost startup airlines surprised many antitrust proponents, who believed the
major incumbent airlines practically blocked significant new entry. This creative market response, in fact,
destroyed the major incumbents' power to discriminate pricing ‒ a task the antitrust efforts failed to
accomplish.
The Airline Industry in the 21st Century - Competition between Network Carriers and Low-Cost Carriers Sep 01
2020 Seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject Business economics - General, grade: 1,5, Vienna
University of Economics and Business (Dept. of English Business Communication), 26 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: External shocks, such as terrorist attacks, wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the SARS
epidemic and the worldwide economic downturn have hit the aviation industry badly. Many airlines have posted
substantial losses (Lindstädt and Fauser 2003, 23). According to the chairman of Lufthansa s supervisory
board, Jürgen Weber ( Fliegen, bis der Geier kommt : 58), about half of the [network] airlines are de facto
bankrupt. Franke (2004: 15) argues that the severe crisis of the global aviation industry has primarily struck
the classical network carriers (NCs) with their complex hub&spoke [sic!] operation platforms . Low-cost
carriers (LCCs), however, were not hit by the downturn. With their lean business models they offered a good
alternative at a time when passengers began to look for ways to avoid paying the high prices NCs demanded
(Franke 2004:15). This paper analyses the competitive environment in the airline industry. I shall briefly
describe the different business models in the industry: the LCC and the NC model. I will then analyze the role

airports play. The main purpose however, is to identify possible future scenarios in the industry.
A Profile of the Global Airline Industry Nov 03 2020 The airline industry is one of the most fascinating in the
world, with roots going back to the earliest years of the 20th century. Not long after the Wright brothers flew
successfully for the first time in 1903, interest in aviation for military and commercial purposes began. In the
late teens, the United States government began offering potentially lucrative airmail contracts to start-up air
carriers and, despite some rough patches along the way, by the 1930s, the industry was beginning to look like
the companies we see today; The industry, both in the United States and abroad, continued to grow during the
1950s, 60s, and 70s. By the mid-1970s, Congress decided that economic regulation was no longer necessary
and began the process of deregulation by freeing the all-cargo carriers from most CAB oversight in 1977. In
1978, for better or worse, the passenger airlines were deregulated as well. Deregulation transformed the U.S.
airline industry forever. New carriers entered the marketplace, while old ones failed and the industry experience
such trends as consolidation, globalization and, more recently cost-cutting and downsizing. This book will
provide the reader with insight into the nature of the airlines and why companies promulgate the strategies they
do. First, the history of commercial air services will be examined, with an initial focus on the United States. After
that background, airline operations around the world will be compared and the different types of carriers that
comprise the industry will be discussed. Next, the reader will learn about important uncontrollable outside forces
(fuel costs, terrorism, economic conditions, etc.) that can have dramatic and potentially devastating impacts on
an airline. A discussion of the impact of both economic regulation and deregulation will follow. Finally future
opportunities and challenges facing the airline industry will be presented in light of increased global demand
and dwindling natural resources.
Management in the Airline Industry Apr 08 2021 Combining contemporary HRM theory and practice with
debates in critical management and in industrial relations, this book examines the peculiar challenge that civil
aviation pilots present for management. As a highly educated, highly trained, and non-substitutable professional
employee, the airline pilot wields considerable industrial power. Based on original research, this book examines
the impact of human resource management on airline pilots in recent years as well as drawing out wider
conclusions on the management of human resources, union-management relationship and the experience of
work. Of great interest to students and academics involved with HRM, the book will also be useful reading for all
those with an interest in the aviation industry.
Modeling Applications in the Airline Industry Feb 18 2022 Modeling Applications in the Airline Industry
explains the different functions and tactics performed by airlines during their planning and operation phases.
Each function receives a full explanation of the challenges it brings and a solution methodology is presented,
supported by numerical illustrative examples wherever possible. The book also highlights the main limitations of
current practice and provides a brief description of future work related to each function. The authors have
filtered the rich literature of airline management to include only the research that has actually been adopted by
the airlines, giving a genuinely accurate representation of real airline management and its continuing
development of solution methodologies. The book consists of 20 chapters divided into 4 sections: - Demand
Modeling and Forecasting - Scheduling of Resources - Revenue Management - Irregular Operations Management.
The book will be a valuable source or a handbook for individuals seeking a career in airline management.
Written by experts with significant working experience within the industry, it offers readers insights to the real
practice of operations modelling. In particular the book makes accessible the complexities of the key airline
functions and explains the interrelation between them.
Airline Industry Developments ... Oct 22 2019
Operations Research in the Airline Industry Oct 14 2021 260 2 Crew Legalities and Crew Pairing Repair 264 3
Model and Mathematical Formulation 266 4 Solution Methodology 271 5 Computational Experiences 277 6
Conclusion 285 REFERENCES 286 10 THE USE OF OPTIMIZATION TO PERFORM AIR TRAFFIC FLOW
MANAGEMENT Kenneth Lindsay, E. Andrew Boyd, George Booth, and Charles Harvey 287 1 Introduction 288 2
The Traffic Flow Management (TFM) Problem 289 3 Recent TFM Optimization Models 292 4 The Time
Assignment Model (TAM) 302 5 Summary and Conclusions 307 REFERENCES 309 11 THE PROCESSES OF
AIRLINE SYSTEM OPERATIONS CONTROL Seth C. Grandeau, Michael D. Clarke, and Dennis F.X. Mathaisel 312 1
Introduction 313 2 The Four Phases of Airline Schedule Development 315 The Airline Operations Control Center
(OCC) 3 320 4 Analysis of Operational Problems 331 5 Areas For Improvement 352 6 Case Study: PT Garuda
Indonesia Airlines 357 REFERENCES 368 12 THE COMPLEX CONFIGURATION MODEL Bruce W. Patty and Jim
Diamond 370 1 Introduction 370 Problem Description 2 371 Problem Formulation 3 375 4 Model
Implementation 379 ix Contents 383 5 Summary REFERENCES 383 13 INTEGRATED AIRLINE SCHEDULE
PLANNING Cynthia Barnhart, Fang Lu, and Rajesh Shenoi 384 1 Introduction 385 2 Fleet Assignment and Crew

Pairing Problems: Existing M- els and Algorithms 388 3 An Integrated Approximate Fleet Assignment and Crew
Pa- ing Model 393 4 An Advanced Integrated Solution Approach 395 5 Case Study 396 6 Conclusions and
Future Research Directions 399 REFERENCES 401 14 AIRLINE SCHEDULE PERTURBATION PROBLEM:
LANDING AND TAKEOFF WITH
Air Transport Management Sep 13 2021 The aviation industry is a major driver of world trade. As global
markets and economies are constantly evolving, practitioners and academics need more quality information and
a broader perspective of aviation management rather than just silo-based knowledge, particularly if they wish to
move up the management ladder and progress. Air Transport Management presents the dynamic shifts which
have influenced structural changes in the aviation industry, such as the emergence of low cost carriers. These
changes have transformed the market, leading to deregulation and consolidation. The author provides a viable
road map aimed at giving students and managers in the aviation industry a rigorous understanding on how to
manage strategically in complex and turbulent market conditions. Air Transport Management examines the
airline industry structure in terms of entry barriers, competition dynamics and competing business models. With
the inclusion of fascinating case studies, this handbook assesses different business models used by international
companies and proposes best fit management practices which airlines should follow in order to survive. Online
supporting resources include PowerPoints of lesson plans.
Management in the Airline Industry Mar 27 2020 Combining contemporary HRM theory and practice with
debates in critical management and in industrial relations, this book examines the peculiar challenge that civil
aviation pilots present for management. As a highly educated, highly trained, and non-substitutable professional
employee, the airline pilot wields considerable industrial power. Based on original research, this book examines
the impact of human resource management on airline pilots in recent years as well as drawing out wider
conclusions on the management of human resources, union-management relationship and the experience of
work. Of great interest to students and academics involved with HRM, the book will also be useful reading for all
those with an interest in the aviation industry.
The Airline Industry Mar 07 2021 The Airline industry has been under increasing pressure recently, from the
increased competition of low-cost airlines and the terrorist events of 2001 to name but a few. Various US
airlines, including Delta and Northwest, have been declared bankrupt, oil prices have soared, and seat prices are
still being forced down, the supply far outweighing the demand. This e-book looks at recent case studies of
airlines in crisis (Continental Airlines), and also airlines which have excelled at expansion during this turbulent
time such as Easyjet and Ryanair, and offers examples of successful strategies previously used. The collection
also features interviews with high-profile figures from airlines such as Go!, Qatar Airways and SWISS
International Airlines.
How the Macroeconomic Environment of the Airline Industry Affects the Strategic Decision of Boing Vs Airbus
Aug 12 2021 Document from the year 2011 in the subject Business economics - Business Management,
Corporate Governance, grade: 72, De Montfort University Leicester (De Montfort University Leicester UK),
course: Strategic Management, language: English, abstract: This paper discusses the external economic factors
affecting the strategic decision of airline industry and how this decision in turn, affect the market forecast of the
aircraft manufacturing industry. Various business issues affect airlines operation either directly and indirectly,
and these issues affect the strategic decision of the airline industry. The present economic crisis, instability in
aviation fuel price, and environmental factors (such as the recent volcanic ashes and snow) has further shrunk
business in the airline industry and thereby increasing competitive rivalry. Although the future projected growth
by the airline industry look promising, factors affecting airline businesses can make it daunting. Strategic
decisions however, will help the airlines to maximize this positive forecast. To make these decisions, it is vital for
the origination to understand the macro-economic environment affecting the airline industry. [...]
Loyalty Management in the Airline Industry Feb 06 2021 Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: This report will demonstrate
the importance of Loyalty Management in the competitive environment of the airline industry and will show that
a successful approach to Loyalty Management consists of three different, interlinked aspects. These three pillars
are Customer Service, Frequent Flyer Programs, and Complaint Management; their interdependence will be
analysed in depth, with special attention given to the perceived importance of Frequent Flyer Programs. Findings
from a detailed literature review and a survey show that customers do indeed perceive these issues as vital with
regards to their loyalty towards a particular airline. It was found that Customer Service can be regarded as the
foundation for Loyalty Management; it can help an airline to gain competitive advantage by setting it apart from
its competitors. Frequent Flyer Programs, if implemented and run properly, can provide the customer with
added value. As such, they compliment Customer Service and can help to increase overall loyalty. Additionally,
Complaint Management was found to be gaining importance among airlines. The number of complaints was

shown to be rising gradually, stressing the growing significance of efficient Complaint Management and its
strong after-effect on customer loyalty. Inhaltsverzeichnis:Table of Contents: 1.INTRODUCTION6 1.1AIM AND
OBJECTIVES OF THE REPORT7 1.2TERMINOLOGY9 1.3BACKGROUND INFORMATION: LOYALTY
MANAGEMENT9 1.3.1DEFINITIONS9 1.3.2TRADITIONAL MARKETING AND LOYALTY MANAGEMENT10
1.3.3IMPORTANCE OF LOYALTY MANAGEMENT12 1.4CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIRLINE MARKET13
1.4.1AIRLINE INDUSTRY ANALYSIS - STEEPLE13 1.4.1.1Social13 1.4.1.2Technological14 1.4.1.3Economical14
1.4.1.4Environmental14 1.4.1.5Political15 1.4.1.6Legal15 1.4.1.7Ethical15 1.4.2CONSOLIDATION IN
PRACTICE: BRITISH AIRWAYS16 1.4.2.1British Airways and KLM16 1.4.2.2British Airways and American
Airlines18 1.4.3THE CURRENT AIRLINE SITUATION19 2.LITERATURE REVIEW22 2.1CUSTOMER SERVICE22
2.1.1BACKGROUND INFORMATION23 2.1.1.1Singapore Airlines23 2.1.2REVELATION OF DISSATISFACTION24
2.1.3EMPLOYEES25 2.1.4COMMUNICATION25 2.1.5THE CUSTOMER26 2.1.5.1Customer Requirements26
2.1.6SERVICE QUALITY27 2.1.6.1Quality and Retaining Customers28 2.1.7ORIENTATION OF COMPANY29
2.1.8CONCLUSION CUSTOMER SERVICE29 2.2FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAMS31 2.2.1BACKGROUND
INFORMATION31 2.2.1.1Statistics Frequent Flyer Programs32 2.2.2CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS [...]
The Evolution of the Airline Industry May 29 2020 This book gives a brief but concise narrative on the
evolution of the airline industry from its beginnings to the present day. The focus is on regulations, historic
events and influencing factors that shaped the industry. Starting with the Wright Flyer, the book details the early
conventions and regulatory framework, the development of the commercial airline industry through the 1930s,
World War II and the Chicago Convention, that created the current regulatory framework of the industry. The
book then goes into the regulated and protectionist era and developments that eventually led to the deregulation
and liberalization of the industry. At this point, the industry transcended from heavy government involvement to
an industry driven by economic factors. Following this change, the industry experienced unprecedented growth
leading to the formation of the so-called Sixth Freedom airlines, the airline alliances and the low-cost and ultralow-cost carriers. This book is an excellent guide to how the airline industry evolved into what it is today.
Competition and Regulation in the Airline Industry Apr 20 2022 An examination of the relationship between
competition and the deregulation and liberalisation of the US and European air transport sectors reveals that the
structure of the air transport sector has undergone a number of significant changes. A growing number of
airlines are entering into horizontal and vertical cooperative arrangements and integration including franchising,
codeshare agreements, alliances, virtual mergers and in some cases, mergers with other airlines, groups of
airlines or other complementary lines of business such as airports. This book considers the current legal issues
affecting the air transport sector incorporating recent developments in the industry, including the end of certain
exemptions from EU competition rules, the effect of the EU-US Open Skies Agreement, the accession of new EU
Member States and the Lisbon Treaty. The book explores the differing European and US regulatory approaches
to the changes in the industry and examines how airlines have remained economically efficient in what is
perceived as a complex and confused regulatory environment. Competition and Regulation in the Airline
Industry will be of particular interest to academics and students of competition law as well as EU law.
the funture of the airline industry Nov 22 2019
Deregulation and Competition Mar 19 2022 This thought-provoking book chronicles the evolution of the airline
industry and explains what lies ahead for airlines across the globe. Taking the US airline industry as an in-depth
case study, the authors present compelling evidence on how the paradigm shift that is taking place in the airline
industry is linked to the big-bang approach to deregulation. There are lessons to be learned from the US, as
Europe and Asia undergo airline deregulation from a public policy as well as a corporate perspective. This book
also addresses the crucial question of what will happen to the airlines that are in turmoil. In addition to the
comprehensive analysis of the airline industry s evolution, the authors draw from extant theory as well as from
their own research to predict and explain which airlines are likely to fly high and which are likely to face
̀turbulencè in the domestic and international markets. The downfall of legacy carriers and rise of discount
carriers is analyzed in detail. Intended for a broader audience tha airline and management professionals this
book would be of interest to managers and business executives of other industries, entrepreneurs, policymakers, academics, business students and airline travellers in general.
The Evolution of the Airline Industry Sep 25 2022 Since the enactment of the Airline Deregulation Act in 1978,
questions that had been at the heart of the ongoing debate about the industry for eighty years gained a new
intensity: Is there enough competition among airlines to ensure that passengers do not pay excessive fares? Can
an unregulated airline industry be profitable? Is air travel safe? While economic regulation provided a certain
stability for both passengers and the industry, deregulation changed everything. A new fare structure emerged;
travelers faced a variety of fares and travel restrictions; and the offerings changed frequently. In the last fifteen

years, the airline industry's earnings have fluctuated wildly. New carriers entered the industry, but several
declared bankruptcy, and Eastern, Pan Am, and Midway were liquidated. As financial pressures mounted, fears
have arisen that air safety is being compromised by carriers who cut costs by skimping on maintenance and
hiring inexperienced pilots. Deregulation itself became an issue with many critics calling for a return to some
form of regulation. In this book, Steven A. Morrison and Clifford Winston assert that all too often public
discussion of the issues of airline competition, profitability, and safety take place without a firm understanding
of the facts. The policy recommendations that emerge frequently ignore the long-run evolution of the industry
and its capacity to solve its own problems. This book provides a comprehensive profile of the industry as it has
evolved, both before and since deregulation. The authors identify the problems the industry faces, assess their
severity and their underlying causes, and indicate whether government policy can play an effective role in
improving performance. They also develop a basis for understanding the industry's evolution and how the
industry will eventually adapt to the unregulated economic environment. Morrison and Winston maintain that
although the airline industry has not reached long-run equilibrium, its evolution is proceeding in a positive
direction̶one that will preserve and possibly enhance the benefits of deregulation to travelers and carriers.
They conclude that the federal government's primary policy objective should be to expand the benefits from
unregulated market forces to international travel. Brookings Review article also available
The Asia-Pacific Airline Industry Aug 20 2019 Includes: The Ascent of Asian Airlines (losses, cost-cutting, &
consolidation in the global industry; entry, expansion, & profits in Asia); Bilateral Relations (5th freedom rights;
5th freedom rights & the U.S.-Japan Aviation Treaty; the future of bilateral agreements in Asia); Moving Beyond
the Bilateral Regime (U.S. & Asian views on aviation liberalization; Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) &
civil aviation; from restricted bilateral to open skies arrangement; & Asia-Pacific aviation & the WTO). Photos.
Soft Landing Jun 10 2021 Soft Landing: Airline Industry Strategy, Service, and Safety covers the immediate
past, present, and future of the airline industry and its effects on consumers and the economy. Aviation receives
a disproportionate amount of news coverage in the popular press̶not to mention chatter at cocktail parties and
workplaces around the world. And why not? Aviation represents a sector of the U.S economy, for example,
exceeded in size only by the real estate, healthcare, and automotive industries. Furthermore, hundreds of
millions of people fly each year, including 80 million Americans. So we all have airline stories̶experiencing a
delay and losing a business deal, spending a night or three in the airport, dealing with ornery airline personnel,
losing money on airline stocks, or being involved in a near miss. (Or, as George Carlin more accurately put it, a
near hit. ) But things might be on the upswing. Knocked to its knees by 9/11 and a decade of falling revenue
and rising losses, the industry s flying cheap strategy and organizational efficiencies based partly on
outsourcing have appear to have helped passengers and profitability return. As this book explains, we can look
forward to better technology and infrastructure, speedier̶and easier̶travel, more effective and less invasive
security measures, and more jobs in the air and on the ground. Turbulence is always a possibility. Rising fuel
costs, economic uncertainty, and future terror attacks could cause tumult once again. Plus, airline companies
intend to charge us extra for everything from the weight of our own bodies to use of the bathroom. But as the
industry has discovered, we ll put up with that̶and more̶if we can make it to our destinations with bags
intact and a smaller dent in our wallets. Soft Landing will: Sort out the promise and perils facing the airlines
Analyze and articulate the potential impact of changes in the aviation industry on passengers, airports,
governments, the global economy, and the airlines themselves Give airline passengers worldwide an idea of
what s ahead when it comes to airline service, security, and technology
On the Ground Dec 04 2020 The challenges and successes of unionization at four U.S. airlines, with a focus on
baggage handlers
Quantitative Problem Solving Methods in the Airline Industry Jun 29 2020 This book reviews operations
research theory, applications and practice in airline planning and operations. It examines the business and
technical landscape, details best practices, and identifies open questions and areas for future research.
Airline Confidential Feb 24 2020 This book will lift the lid on the airline industry and the world of aviation,
highlighting the humorous and the sometimes downright alarming business of air travel. It avoids the question
of fatal accidents and concentrates on stories, trivia, and salacious gossip that will make it an ideal read for the
seasoned air traveler and an indispensable handbook for anyone working in the industry.
Attention All Passengers Dec 16 2021 A Fast Food Nation for the airline industry, Attention All Passengers is a
shocking and important exposé revealing the real state of the friendly skies in which we fly. Award-winning
Consumer Reports travel journalist William McGee, a former editor of the Consumer Reports Travel Letter, spent
nearly seven years in airline flight operations management, and what he learned was less than uplifting. From
TSA power grabs and an endemic lack of oversight to legislative battles and lobbying boondoggles to antiquated

flight patterns and outsourced maintenance workers, the airlines and the Government are in cahoots, conspiring
to turn a profit any way they can, no matter who has to pay the price. A provocative and hard-hitting call to
action, Attention All Passengers will explode all our previous misconceptions about the airline industry.
Quantitative Problem Solving Methods in the Airline Industry Jan 25 2020 This book reviews Operations
Research theory, applications and practice in seven major areas of airline planning and operations. In each area,
a team of academic and industry experts provides an overview of the business and technical landscape, a view of
current best practices, a summary of open research questions and suggestions for relevant future research.
There are several common themes in current airline Operations Research efforts. First is a growing focus on the
customer in terms of: 1) what they want; 2) what they are willing to pay for services; and 3) how they are
impacted by planning, marketing and operational decisions. Second, as algorithms improve and computing
power increases, the scope of modeling applications expands, often re-integrating processes that had been
broken into smaller parts in order to solve them in the past. Finally, there is a growing awareness of the
uncertainty in many airline planning and operational processes and decisions. Airlines now recognize the need
to develop robust solutions that effectively cover many possible outcomes, not just the best case, blue
sky scenario. Individual chapters cover: Customer Modeling methodologies, including current and emerging
applications. Airline Planning and Schedule Development, with a look at many remaining open research
questions. Revenue Management, including a view of current business and technical landscapes, as well as
suggested areas for future research. Airline Distribution -- a comprehensive overview of this newly emerging
area. Crew Management Information Systems, including a review of recent algorithmic advances, as well as the
development of information systems that facilitate the integration of crew management modeling with airline
planning and operations. Airline Operations, with consideration of recent advances and successes in solving the
airline operations problem. Air Traffic Flow Management, including the modeling environment and opportunities
for both Air Traffic Flow Management and the airlines.
Turbulence Jul 11 2021 A behind-the-scenes view of the commercial airline industry from the "Airline Doctor."
Up, Up, and Gone! Dec 24 2019 From meeting Charles Lindbergh at Pan Am back in the 60s up till the
megamerger of United Airlines with Continental Airlines in the mid-2000s, Jim has seen the rapid growth of the
airline industry firsthand. From the jet era inception with the Boeing 707, to the historic introduction of the 747,
which he witnessed himself, right up to the 787 introduced by United, he has been on a wild roller coaster ride
that took him from Pan Am to Eastern Airlines to American Airlines to Continental and finally to United. Its a
ride he hopes will capture the readers interest and take them to exciting places never witnessed before.
Strategic Communication in Crisis Management Nov 15 2021 Communicating successfully is crucial if an
organization is to survive and recover from a crisis. Focusing on the airline industry and some of the most recent
headline-making disasters, Dr. Ray looks at organizational crises, the communications strategies employed by
organizations when responding to crises, and the factors that influence the effectiveness for this strategic
communication. Her three-stage model of crisis stages provides a comprehensive understanding of the
significant factors that affect the success of communicating in crisis situations. She shows how strategic
communication is best understood and developed from a broad frame of reference, and how specific
communication choices must emerge from specific situations. Corporate communications specialists at all levels
in the private and public sectors both, plus executives with other management responsibilities, will find Dr. Ray's
book informative, useful, and fascinating reading.
The Global Airline Industry Oct 26 2022 Extensively revised and updated edition of the bestselling textbook,
provides an overview of recent global airline industry evolution and future challenges Examines the perspectives
of the many stakeholders in the global airline industry, including airlines, airports, air traffic services,
governments, labor unions, in addition to passengers Describes how these different players have contributed to
the evolution of competition in the global airline industry, and the implications for its future evolution Includes
many facets of the airline industry not covered elsewhere in any single book, for example, safety and security,
labor relations and environmental impacts of aviation Highlights recent developments such as changing airline
business models, growth of emerging airlines, plans for modernizing air traffic management, and opportunities
offered by new information technologies for ticket distribution Provides detailed data on airline performance
and economics updated through 2013
Entrepreneurs, Managers, and Leaders Aug 24 2022 Entrepreneurs, Managers and Leaders examines the role
that business leaders play in shaping industries and how the evolving context of industries shapes leaders in
turn. This co-evolutionary process of leadership and industry development is told through the story of the
American airline industry across the 20th century. Entrepreneurs, who explored a variety of different airline
concepts in search of a viable business model, dominate the industry s early history. As the industry evolved, a

new breed of managers emerged who built a dominant business model that enabled their companies to grow
dramatically. Later, after the industry matured, leaders took center-stage as agents of change to rebuild and
revitalize the industry. The lessons to be drawn from the experience of the airlines and their executives will be of
interest to business leaders in industries across a wide spectrum. Despite the indelible mark that many
individuals have made on their industry, writers on industry evolution-concerning the airlines or any other
industry-have rarely factored in leadership as a way of explaining or understanding that evolution.
Entrepreneurs, Managers and Leaders seeks to paint a fuller picture of the interdependent relationship between
the actions of leaders, the context of their times, and the evolution of an industry.
Competition and Regulation in the Airline Industry Jan 05 2021 This book considers the current legal issues
affecting the air transport sector incorporating recent developments in the air transport sector, including the
end of certain exemptions from EU competition rules, the effect of the EU-US Open Skies Agreement, the
accession of new EU Member States and the Lisbon Treaty. The book explores the differing European and US
regulatory approaches to the changes in the industry and examines how airlines have remained economically
efficient in what is perceived as a complex and confused regulatory environment.
The Airline Profit Cycle Oct 02 2020 The air transport industry has high economic impact; it supports more
than 60 million jobs worldwide. Since the early years of commercial air travel, passenger numbers have grown
tremendously. However, for decades airlines financial results have been swinging between profits and losses.
The airline industry s aggregate net average profit between 1970 and 2010 was close to zero, which implies
bankruptcies and layoffs in downturns. The profit cycle s amplitude has been rising over time, which means
that problems have become increasingly severe and also shows that the industry may not have learned from the
past. More stable financial results could not only facilitate airline management decisions and improve
investors confidence but also preserve employment. This book offers a thorough understanding of the airline
profit cycle s causes and drivers, and it presents measures to achieve a higher and more stable profitability
level. This is the first in-depth examination of the airline profit cycle. The airline industry is modelled as a
complex dynamic system, which is used for quantitative simulations of what if scenarios. These experiments
reveal that the general economic environment, such as GDP or fuel price developments, influence the airline
industry s profitability pattern as well as certain regulations or aircraft manufactures policies. Yet despite all
circumstances, simulations show that airlines own management decisions are sufficient to generate higher and
more stable profits in the industry. This book is useful for aviation industry decision makers, investors, policy
makers, and researchers because it explains why the airline industry earns or loses money. This knowledge will
advance forecasting and market intelligence. Furthermore, the book offers practitioners different suggestions to
sustainably improve the airline industry s profitability. The book is also recommended as a case study for
system analysis as well as industry cyclicality at graduate or postgraduate level for courses such as engineering,
economics, or management.
Aviation and the Airline Industry Sep 20 2019 "Safety first": A highly esteemed term at risk / Jan-Arwed
Richter, JACDEC Professional Safety Data Research, Hamburg, Germany -- Airline efficiency in Asia following
liberalization of international air transport / Muhammad Asraf Abdullah, NurulHuda Mohd Satar and James
Peoples, Department of Economics, Universiti Malaysia, Sarawak, Kota Samarahan, Malaysia, and others -- The
accommodation of the A380 at Athens International Airport / Stergios Topouris, Caterpillar UK Ltd. -- A
preliminary study on aviation and maritime emitted greenhouse gases in Greece / Panagiotis Meimaris,
Evangelia Apostolou and Vaia Anyfanti, P3B, Orion Middle Life Upgrade Programme, Hellenic Aerospace
Industry, Athens, Greece, and others -- Airliners and high speed rail: a bold approach in unlocking Greece's
potential / Apollon B. Kounis and Leo D. Kounis, Department of Civil Protection, Dionysos, Greece, and others -The re-emergence of seaplanes in Greece: an overview / Vasileios Marios Kafasis, Maintenance Department,
Aegean Airlines, Greece -- The aviation industry in Cyprus: policies, strategies and trends / Costas Hailis,
Aerocandia Aviation Services, Larnaca, Cyprus.
SkyWest and the US regional airline industry Apr 27 2020 Seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject
Business economics - Business Management, Corporate Governance, grade: 1,3, University of applied sciences,
Munich, course: Strategic Corporate Management, language: English, abstract: The U.S. regional airline industry
makes most of its money on basis of partnerships with major U.S. airlines. The whole market is characterised by
a strong competition, a trend for consolidation and financial problems especially of the major airlines following
the terrorist attacks on 09/11/2001. Analyzing the competitive situation the forces of suppliers, rivalry among
competitors and especially buyers (customers, and contract partners) turn out to be strong. Several factors will
cause change indicating severe impacts on the whole industry. SkyWest Inc. turns out to be a key player in the
U.S. regional airline industry and is a candidate for further acquisitions. On the short run the price of growth is

an increase in debt and a decreasing net profit margin due to rising operating costs. Several recommendations
could help SkyWest Inc. to further extending the Group's leading edge over its competitors.
A Europe of the Air? Jan 17 2022 This definitive book offers the first full study of the development of the
European Union's air-transport policy. Crucial to both globalization and regional integration, commercial
aviation, along with other transport industries, provides the logistics for business activities, political life, and
contact between cultures. Exploring the long struggle to create a "Europe of the air" through both regulatory
change and airline strategizing, Martin Staniland examines the political bargains that have shaped a highly
fragmented industry and its regulation. An invaluable case study in industrial policy, this book will be essential
reading for students of aviation, as well as for scholars interested in regulatory change and European
integration.
The Evolution of Yield Management in the Airline Industry Jun 22 2022 This book chronicles airline revenue
management from its early origins to the last frontier. Since its inception revenue management has now become
an integral part of the airline business process for competitive advantage. The field has progressed from
inventory control of the base fare, to managing bundles of base fare and air ancillaries, to the precise inventory
control at the individual seat level. The author provides an end-to-end view of pricing and revenue management
in the airline industry covering airline pricing, advances in revenue management, availability, and air shopping,
offer management and product distribution, agency revenue management, impact of revenue management
across airline planning and operations, and emerging technologies is travel. The target audience of this book is
practitioners who want to understand the basics and have an end-to-end view of revenue management.
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